AUDIT REPORT PACK
Optimise your audit capabiities
Instantly access the information you need to demonstrate compliance through
one system with our audit report pack. Whether you are looking for a high level
snapshot, have a quick query or need a detailed report, this solution gives you
time back and streamlines your business processes.

Our business intelligence experts understand that live audits can be
complicated, with many users and huge volumes of data involved
Remove this headache with fully customisable searches across modules,
date ranges and users, as well as increased efficiency, accuracy and volume
of information available.
The audit report pack streamlines the current two-step process in iTrent and
business objects required to extract audit reports, to one process - enabling
you to run a report directly from the pack (installed in business objects).
Audit data is sensitive; you need the right people to find the right answers
without compromising data security.
The audit report pack allows for as much or as little access as required and
caters for a wide range of job roles, with multiple functions for multiple users.
You can relax in the knowledge that your audit data is always secure and
available to those who need it.
View a high level summary of all of your audit data in one location, with the
ability to drill down further into specific areas of interest.

More information available in an instant
Take advantage of a wealth of new, fully customisable report tabs,
providing you with detailed and accurate data that is tailored to your
unique business needs. Don’t wait to get your hands on this information;
the pre-built pack can be deployed in a matter of days to work with your
existing audit data.
Benefit from:
•

Around 50 new report tabs including, ‘new employee social security
details recorded’, ‘temporary elements recorded’, ‘salary amendments’
and ‘position transfers’.

•

Optimum report presentation and formatting; allowing customisation
to only show data that is relevant for you.

•

Reporting on live, real time data.

•

The ability to quickly switch between amended, deleted and new records.

•

Visibility of when an amendment was made and the values before and
after the change.

There is no need to wait with live reporting. Whether you need a monthly
report or adhoc diagnostic reporting, you can always access the most up
to date information.
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